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Rosie Archer

The bluebird girls

Rainey Bird, Ivy Sparrow and Bea Herron all love
to sing. For Rainey, music has been a solace
during the upheaval of starting a new life with her
mother, away from her abusive dad. Bea finds a
confidence when she sings that she cannot get
from anything else. Ivy sees it as her best chance
of making a life away from Gosport and a deadend job.
Jo Bannister

Silent footsteps

Constable Hazel Best attracts a sinister new
admirer in this absorbing police procedural. When
does a secret admirer become a stalker? When
chocolates on the doorstep give way to the sound
of an intruder on the stairs? When the victim's
friends are waylaid in the dark and beaten
bloody? When she receives photographs
memorializing these events? Or when people start dying?

Lizzy Barber

My name is Anna

ROSIE has grown up in the shadow of the
missing sister she barely remembers, her family
fractured by years of searching without
leads.Now, on the fifteenth anniversary of her
sister's disappearance, the media circus resumes
in full flow, and Rosie vows to uncover the truth.
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Deborah Burrows

Ambulance girls at war

Young Maisie Halliday has escaped the grinding
poverty of the northern town where she was born
to live in the glittering world of professional
dancing. At the outbreak of the Second World
War, she volunteers as an ambulance driver,
finding joy both in helping the wounded during the
Blitz and also in her friends among the other
drivers in the Bloomsbury Auxiliary Ambulance Depot.
James Lee Burke

The new Iberia blues

Detective Dave Robicheaux first met Desmond
Cormier on the backstreets of New Orleans. He
was a young pretender who dreamt of stardom
whilst Robicheaux had his path all figured out
.Now, twenty-five years later, their roles have
reversed. When Robicheaux knocks on Cormier's
door, he sees a successful Hollywood director .It
seems dreams can come true. But so can nightmares.

Mary Chamberlain

The hidden

Dora Simon and Joe O’Cleary live in separate
countries, accepting of their twilight years. But
their monochrome worlds are abruptly upended
by the arrival of Barbara Hummel, who is
determined to identify the mysterious woman
whose photograph she has found among her
mother’s possessions. Forced to confront a time
they thought buried in the past, Dora and Joe’s lives unravel –
and entwine.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Julie Cohen

Louis & Louise

Louis and Louise are the same person born in
two different lives. They are separated only by
the sex announced by the doctor and a final 'e'.
They have the same best friends, the same red
hair, the same dream of being a writer, the same
excellent whistle. They both suffer one
catastrophic night, with life-changing
consequences.

Arne Dahl

Hunted

It starts when Desiré Rosenkvist of Stockholm
Police receives a letter. Two things are
immediately clear: the letter she holds in her
hands was written in a state of utter desperation
and paranoia. And it contains details of one of her
old murder cases, which only the murderer could
know.

Lucy Diamond

Something to tell you

When Frankie stumbles upon an unopened letter
from her late mother, she’s delighted to have one
last message from her . . . until she reads the
contents and discovers the truth about her birth.
Brimming with questions, she travels to York to
seek further answers from the Mortimer family,
but her appearance sends shockwaves through
them all.
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Elanor Dymott

Slack-tide

It is four years since the loss of a child broke her
marriage, and Elizabeth is fiercely protective of
her independence. She meets Robert –
exuberant, generous, apparently care-free – and
they fall in love with breath-taking speed.

Colin Falconer

Lucifer falls

When a priest is found crucified in a derelict North
London chapel, it makes a dramatic change for DI
Charlie George and his squad at Essex Road.
The brutal murder could not be further from their
routine of domestic violence and stabbings on the
estates.

Joseph Finder

Judgement

Sharing a one-night stand with a gentle stranger
during a moment of weakness, a state superior
court judge reencounters the man during a highprofile case and discovers that a conspiracy is
threatening her family and federal court prospects.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Katie Flynn

A mother’s love

Liverpool, 1940: The death of her mother and the
increase in air raids leaves Ellie Lancton alone
and in grave danger. It’s not long before she is
forced to leave her beloved Liverpool behind and
cross the Mersey to seek refuge in the
countryside.

Seni Glaister

Mr Doubler begins again

Since he lost his wife, he’s been on his own at
Mirth Farm – and that suits Mr Doubler just fine.
Crowds are for other people; the only company
he needs are his potato plants and his
housekeeper, Mrs Millwood, who visits every
day.So when Mrs Millwood is taken ill, it ruins
everything

Mariella Frostrup

Wild women

910.4

From Constantinople to Crimea, from Antarctica
to the Andes, women throughout history have
travelled across land and sea and recorded their
adventures. This is a collection of more than 50
of the greatest escapades ever experienced and
told by women.
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Anstey Harris

The truths and triumphs of

Grace Atherton
Between the simple melody of running her violin
shop and the full-blown orchestra of her romantic
interludes in Paris with David, her devoted partner
of eight years, Grace Atherton has always set her
life to music. Her world revolves entirely around
David, for Grace’s own secrets have kept everyone else at bay.
Until, suddenly and shockingly, one act tips Grace’s life upside
down, and the music seems to stop.
David Hewson

Devil’s fjord

Newly-appointed District Sheriff Tristan Haraldsen
and his wife Elsebeth are looking forward to a
peaceful semi-retirement in the remote fishing
village of Djevulsfjord on the stunningly beautiful
island of Vagar. But when two boys go missing
during the first whale hunt of the season, the
repercussions strike at the heart of the isolated
coastal community.
Matt Hilton

False move

Ex-cop Aaron Lacey is on the run from Elite
Custodian Services, a protection service of exmilitary and police – and his current employers –
and they will stop at nothing to track him down.
His disappearance results in his daughter
reaching out to her old school friend, Tess Grey.
But when Tess’s mother urges her to turn down
helping her friend, Tess begins to question why.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Emma Hornby

A mother’s dilemma

Minnie Maddox cares deeply for mothers and their
babies – she makes a living by taking in unwanted
children and finding them good adoptive homes –
and is delighted for her neighbour when she finally
becomes a mother after decades of trying. But
when the baby dies of natural causes while under
her roof, and knowing her neighbour will be
devastated, Minnie swaps it with one of the infants in her care.

Kate Humble Thinking on my feet: the small
joy of putting one foot in front of another
796.51092
The life-changing wellbeing effects of walking are
explored in a deeply personal narrative from
farmer, writer and activist Kate Humble.

Graham Hurley

Curtain call

Thirty-nine-year-old Enora Andresson is a
successful actress and a woman in her prime. But
for how long? Tests have revealed an aggressive
brain tumour that could kill her. Already struggling
with the wreckage of her marriage and a strained
relationship with her teenage son, Malo, she
hasn't anticipated the appearance of investigative
journalist Mitch Culligan on her doorstep.
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Lesley Kara

The rumour

When single mum Joanna hears a rumour at the
school gates, she never intends to pass it on. But
one casual comment leads to another and now
there’s no going back….

Jessie Keane

The edge

The unstoppable Ruby Darke returns as old
enemies threaten her family in The Edge, a
gripping gangland thriller from top ten bestselling
author Jessie Keane.

Douglas Kennedy

The great wide open

Alice Burns - a young book editor - is deep into a
manuscript about the morass of family life. Thus
begins a great American epic which follows Alice
as she navigates high school bullying, first love
and sexism at an elite college, a spell in 1970's
Ireland, and a tragedy that sends her stateside as
the US embraces a cowboy actor named Reagan.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Tom Kerridge’s fresh start

641.5635

What's for dinner tonight? Recycle that
takeaway menu, step away from the
microwave and make the most of the amazing
British produce with some real home-cooked
food from Tom's BBC TV series!

John Lanchester

The wall

Kavanagh begins his life patrolling the Wall. If
he's lucky, if nothing goes wrong, he only has two
years of this, 729 more nights. The best thing that
can happen is that he survives and gets off the
Wall and never has to spend another day of his
life anywhere near it. He longs for this to be over;
longs to be somewhere else.

Stephen Leather

Last man standing

When SAS trooper Matt Standing is told that the
former Navy SEAL who saved his life is in
trouble, he doesn't hesitate to go to his aid - even
if that means flying half way around the world to
Los Angeles. Navy SEAL-turned-bodyguard
Bobby-Ray Barnes has been accused of killing
the man he was supposed to be protecting. Three
other bodyguards were also killed and now Bobby-Ray is on the
run.
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Svetlana Lokhova
history

The spy who changed
327.1247092

On a sunny September day in 1931, a Soviet
spy walked down the gangplank of the luxury
transatlantic liner SS Europa and into New York.
Attracting no attention, Stanislav Shumovsky
had completed his journey from Moscow to enrol
at a top American university. He was concealed in a group of 65
Soviet students heading to prestigious academic institutions. But
he was after far more than an excellent education.

Jill Mansell

Maybe this time

Mimi isn't looking for love when she spends a
weekend in Goosebrook, the Cotswolds village
her dad has moved to. And her first encounter with
Cal, who lives there too, is nothing like a scene in
a romantic movie - although she can't help
noticing how charismatic he is.

David John Mark

Cold bones

When McAvoy is told by a concerned stranger
that an elderly woman hasn't been seen for a few
days, he goes to check on her - only to find her in
the bath, encased in ice: the heating off; the
windows open; the whole house frozen over. It
could be a macabre accident, but McAvoy senses
murder.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Peter May

The man with no face

A journalist and a Cabinet Minister are murdered,
and only the journalist's autistic daughter
witnesses the event, recalling every detail but for
the assassin's face. A jaded Edinburgh journalist
sets out to unmask this figure. Prescient in its
depiction of tensions between Britain and Europe.

Jeff Noon

Slow motion ghosts

It is 1981 and Detective Inspector Henry Hobbes
is still reeling in the aftermath of the fire and fury
of the Brixton riots. The battle lines of society and the police force - are being redrawn on a
daily basis. With the certainties of his life already
sorely tested, a brutal murder will shake his
beliefs to their very core once more.

Michelle Obama

Becoming

973.932092

In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and
mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama invites
readers into her world, chronicling the
experiences that have shaped her - from her
childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her
years as an executive balancing the demands of
motherhood and work, to her time spent at the
world's most famous address.
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Jacqueline O’Mahony

A river in the trees

A sweeping novel of love, loss, family and history
for readers who love Maggie O'Farrell, John
Boyne and Donal Ryan.

Susan Orlean

The Library book

027

On the morning of 29 April 1986: who set fire to
the Los Angeles Public Library, ultimately
destroying more than 400,000 books, and
perhaps even more perplexing, why? Susan
Orlean uses this terrible event as a lens through
which to tell the story of all libraries - their history,
their meaning and their uncertain future as they
adapt and redefine themselves in a digital world.

James Patterson

The First Lady

President Tucker is caught up in a media
firestorm. The scandal of his affair has sent
shockwaves through his re-election campaign,
and threatens to derail everything he has worked
for. To win the vote, he needs the First Lady to
stand by his side. But Grace Tucker has a mind
of her own.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Drew Provan iPad in easy steps 004.1675
It starts by showing you how to optimize the
settings so that the iPad functions exactly how
you want it to. Then it covers everything from
using Siri and iCloud, sending emails, web
browsing, photos, music, videos, games,
maps and iBooks, to running presentations,
using apps, syncing with other devices, and
reading and writing documents.

Alastair Reynolds

Shadow captain

Two sisters ran away from home to join the crew
of a spaceship. They took on pirates, faced down
monsters and survived massacres - and now
they're in charge.

Diane Setterfield

Once upon a river

On a dark midwinter’s night in an ancient inn on
the Thames, the regulars are entertaining
themselves by telling stories when the door bursts
open and in steps an injured stranger. In his arms
is the drowned corpse of a child.Hours later, the
dead girl stirs, takes and breath and returns to
life.
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Gerald Seymour

Battle sight zero

The Kalashnikov AK47. A weapon with a unique
image. A symbol of freedom fighters and terrorists
across the globe. Undercover officer Andy Knight
has infiltrated an extremist group intent on
bringing the rifle to Britain - something MI5 have
been struggling for years to prevent.

Dwight Spivey
dummies

iPhone for seniors for
004.1675

The easy-to-follow steps in this book will help
you manage, personalize, and communicate
using your new iPhone. With iPhone For
Seniors For Dummies, you will discover how
to do everything from shop online and
organize appointments using iCal, to taking and sharing pictures
and downloading and listening to your favourite music.

Danielle Steel

Turning point

In Danielle Steel’s powerful novel, four San
Francisco trauma doctors – the best and brightest
in their field – confront exciting and exacting new
challenges, both personally and professionally,
when given a rare opportunity.

Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary
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Soren Sveistrup

The chestnut man

One blustery October morning in a quiet
Copenhagen suburb, the police make a terrible
discovery. A young woman is found brutally
murdered with one of her hands missing. Above
her hangs a small doll made of chestnuts.

Aline Templeton

Carrion comfort

Memory lapses are causing Gabrielle to question
her sanity but knowing the other major
shareholder of her father's business is looking for
any excuse to squeeze her out, she can't trust
anyone. When a man's body is found, DCI Kelso
Strang is drafted in to investigate. Will he be able
to put this case to rest before more lives are
destroyed?

There’s a vegan in the house

641.56

Not a fan of tofu? Fear not - this vegan
cookbook is packed with over 100 healthy,
delicious recipes that will appeal to adults and
children alike, using grains, pulses, and other
meat- and dairy-free alternatives as the base
ingredient.
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Terry Treadwell

Freedom trails: great

escapes from World War I to the Korean War
940.5472
While exploring the events of Stalag Luft III and
the Great Escape, Freedom Trails also looks at
lesser known escapes from the First and Second
World Wars as well as the Korean War, revealing bravery and
ingenuity that far surpasses the plot of any film.

L.C. Tyler

The bleak midwinter

As the village is cut off from the rest of the world
by a heavy snowfall, George Barwell is
discovered dead in the woods. John Grey is
called to examine the horribly disfigured body
amidst the rumours that the attack has been the
work of the Devil as the victim had been cursed
by reputed witch Alice Mardike just days before
his violent death.
Delphine de Vigan

Loyalties

Thirteen-year-old Théo and his friend Mathis
secretly drink on an almost daily basis. Their
teacher, Hélène, suspects something is not right
with Théo and becomes obsessed with rescuing
him, casting aside her professionalism to the point
of no return. Cécile, mother of Mathis, discovers
something horrifying on her husband's computer
that makes her question whether she has ever truly known him.
Find us on Facebook – facebook.com/RTCLibrary

